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ABSTRACT g

Experiments were conducted to measure the electron

induced conductivity (EIC) of single crystal sapphire

(A li2O-) and poly-crystalline alumina (Alzz2O. The EIC is

generated when the samples are bombarded with high energy

electrons, utilizing the Naval Postgraduate School's S-band

linear accelerator (LINAC). The EIC was measured at dose

rates up to 6xlO -7 rad (Si)/sec. The EIC for alumina was an

order of magnitude smaller than the value for sapphire. The

value calculated for alumina was 10O.... (Q)-cm)-' and O - -'

(S0-cm) 'l for sapphire. The response of EIC to a given dose

rate did not change as the dose accumulated. Surface

flashover problems during electron irradiation were observed

and are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. OVERVIEW

Today the United States with its sophisticated weaponry,

complex electronic components and internetting communication

systems is dependent upon the semiconductor integrated

circuit. These electronic systems must be able to perform

in hostile radiation environments both natural and man-made.

Typical radiation sources include natural space -

environments, interplanetary and planetary environments for

space probes, the cosmic ray environments, nuclear reactor I-
environments and the nuclear weapons environment.

Unfortunately semiconductor devices in these high radiation

environments have shown an increasing susceptibility to

failure. Currently a great deal of money, time and manpower

is being utilized to find ways to harden these devices.

Hardening is the process of making a device less

susceptible to radiation damage and signal upset, thereby

increasing system reliability. The penalty inherent in

manufacturing high density microcircuits is a decrease in ,

the radiation hardness of the integrated circuit. A new

device is needed that can be used in a high radiation X

environment in conjuction with semiconductors. This new

device will require medium to low power requirements,

minaturization and speed equivalent to a semiconductor. A

7
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device that has demonstrated great potential to meet the

above requirements is the thermionic integrated circuit

(TIC). The TIC is a new technology being developed by D.

Lynn and J. McCormick et al. at Los Alamos National

Laboratory [Ref. 13. Initial tests show TIC devices areI t
orders of magnitude more resistant to total radiation dose

than other integrated circuits. Experimentation on the

response of these devices to single event upset is required.

Id
The TIC device is a combination of vacuum tube and

integrated circuit technology. A typical single TIC device,

a triode, is shown in Fiq. 1.1 [Ref. 1]. The device is

similar to a standard triode in which the cathode emits

electrons, the anode collects electrons and the grid

prodvides gain by modulating electron flow. The cathode,

anode and heater are photolithographically delineated onto

either alumina (AI ,O ,) or sapphire (Al O-,) substrates.

In any high energy radiation environment, the AI -.O,

will be exposed to ionizing radiation. Ionizing radiation

generates electron-hole pairs inside the A 1 O:,9 creating

radiation induced conductivity (RIC). RIC is transient
p.

conductivity with pulse times in the nanosecond to

microsecond range. Only the high energy thermalized

electrons contribute to the RIC since low energy electrons
I!

are trapped in approximately 10 '- to 10 - 1- sec. High energy

electrons that pass through TICs deposit their energy by

ionization and displacement damage. Displacement damage
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usually degrades the device by significantly decreasing

carrier concentration, carrier lifetime and carrier

mobility.

To simulate high intensity ionizing radiation, the

Naval Postgraduate School's S-band 100 MeV electron linear

accelerator (LINAC) was used. This thesis will discuss the

electron induced conductivity (EIC) of high intensity

ionizing radiation utilizing 30 and 100 MeV thermalized

electrons on single crystal sapphire and poly-crystalline

alumina (Alr! O ,).
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II• THEORY

A. GENERAL MECHANISMS

1. Energy Levels in Crystalline Insulators

A crystalline insulator is a solid that is built up

from its constituent atoms, ions and molecules. These

elementary building blocks are packed together in a three-

dimensional array called a crystal. Cohesive forces bind

the atoms, ions and molecules of the crystal causing the

electron energy levels associated with the isolated

components to be modified and bunched into bands. The

behavior of the energy bands in the crystalline structure

determine the fundamental electronic properties of the

material. The energy bands may form gaps as shown in Fig.

2.1. The valence band is filled with electrons, the

conduction band is unoccupied and they are separated by the

energy gap E,,. The size of the energy gap determines the

electronic properties of the material. In insulating

materials, E<, generally ranges from 5eV to 10eV. The single

crystalline sapphire Al;!O-, and polycrystalline alumina

A;..O!, used in this thesis have energy gaps of 9eV.

Energy bands in a crystalline insulator are modified

by the existence of lattice irregularities. The

irregularities give rise to localized energy levels lying

between the conduction band and valance band. The

.- II 1.
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Figure 2.1. Band structure in a crystalline insulator.
There is a well defined energy gap Eg between the filled
valence band and the empty conduction band. Lattice
imperfections and impurities that are localized states
act as traps, shown as T in the energy gap. Impurities
such as dislocations and point defects give rise to
donor levels shown as D and acceptors shown as A.
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irr, ularities include impurity atoms, stoichiometric

exci s, of one or more of the species of atoms, and

def. mation of the lattice. b

In Fig. 2.1, T depicts localized energy states,

cal d traps, that capture pseudo-free carriers. Impurities

suct as dislocations and point defects give rise to donor

lev, s, D, and acceptor levels, A.

Traps

Traps are localized energy states which are capable

of pturing charge carriers temporarily. These charge

car ers are then thermally emitted into the appropriate

ban thereby generating recombination. Levy has shown that I. 4--

uni adiated samples of AlmOm have 3 distinct absorption

ban, (trapping sites) at energy levels of 6.2eV, 5.45eV,

and 4.82eV. After irradiation, the samples show 8 more i.

dis nct trapping sites CRef. 23. The presence of traps

redi es conductivity and response time.

The rate of trapping is given by Eq. (2.1) .

[Re" 33:

D = NCI-f(E)]Van (2.1)

whet, -

n free electron density in the conduction band

V thermal velocity

* - .. r . . '.* .,..*.* - ... .



a- a trapping cross section

N trap density

f(E) M Fermi probability function

The product, Va is the volume swept out per unit time by a

particle of cross section a [Ref. 3]. The electron is

trapped if the localized state lies within the volume swept

out by Va. The value of a may change if a large electric

field (on the order of i0'-I0 V/cm) is applied. This is

called the Poole-Frenkel effect.

The process, in which the initial bombarding

electron strikes a lattice atom, is known as the primary

collision. The target atom of the lattice is known as the

primary knock-on atom. The energy required to displace an

atom from its lattice site is called the "threshold energy",

E. If an atom receives an energy less than Eg the

probability the atom will be displaced is zero. If an atom

receives energy greater than E 1, the atom will be displaced.

Seitz and Koehler have determined that an E,-1 of 25eV is

required to displace an atom in a solid [Ref. 4). Arnold . .

and Compton have determined that the minimum threshold

energy is 50eV for Al and 90eV for 0 [Ref. 5).

3. Recombination Centers

Recombination centers are localized impurities or

radiation induced lattice deformations located in an

otherwise perfect crystalline insulator. These impurities

give rise to trapping sites which trap and hold one type of

14
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charge carrier. The carrier remains in the trapping site

until the opposite carrier enters the trapping site, causing

annihilation. Shallow traps are localized states close to

the edges of the valence and conduction bands.

Recombination centers are deep energy states in the middle

of the energy band gap.

B. ELECTRON INTERACTION WITH MATTER

Electrons interact with matter by elastic scattering

with a nucleus, inelastic scattering with atomic electrons

and production of secondary knock-on atoms.

As a result of the collision between the high energy

electron and the nucleus of the lattice atom, the incident

electron imparts some of its energy to the lattice atom.

The recoiling atom interacts with surrounding atoms,

* transferring energy to the rest of the lattice. If the

energy of the primary recoiling atom is low, the result is a

heating of the crystal lattice. As the energy transferred

to the recoil atom increases, a threshold energy E,, is

reached. Above E,, the recoil atom is removed from the

lattice site to an interstitial site. The movement of the

atom from the lattice creates a vacancy. This is referred

to as a displacement.

During inelastic Coulomb scattering, high energy

electrons interact with the nucleus or atomic electrons of

the target atoms. Interaction with the atomic electrons

IS 15
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changes the direction of the bombarding electron causing

radiation. Radiation caused by an energy loss of the

incident electron is called bremsstrahlung radiation.

Bremsstrahlung radiation is given off when an electron slows

down as it passes through material.

Secondary knock-on atoms are generated by recoiling

atoms with energies greater than 50eV. These atoms interact

with the surrounding atoms causing a cascading effect.

Stopping power, as defined by Enge, "is the amount of

energy lost by a particle per unit length of path through

the stopping material" [Ref. 6]. For electrons, Berger and

Seltzer have separated total stopping power into two

categories: l)Collision stopping power and 2)Radiative

stopping power. Radiative and collision stopping power both

slow electrons.

Collision stopping power is the mechanism which creates

ionization energy. Ionization energy is absorbed in the

material close to the path of the electron beam. The

radiative energy lost due to bremsstrahlung is deposited far

from the track of the electron beam. In thin samples, such --

as the substrates of AlaO71, radiative energy loss is not

deposited into the material. Collision stopping power

causes the energy deposition which is the damage mechanism

of importance to this thesis. Therefore, only the collision

stopping power will be considered.

16
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The computer simulations of 30 and 100 MeV electron

beams incident on a thin cylindrical target of AI-0-, were

performed using a Cray computer at the Los Alamos National

Laboratory. The Cyltran code used is one of the Integrated

Tiger Series codes for Coupled Electron /Photon Monte Carlo

Transport. Figures 2.2-2.5 illustrate the results of the -

modeling in graphic form. The angular distribution graphs,

Figures 2.2-2.3, show that the overwhelming majority of

electrons emerging from the material are at angles between 0

and 18 degrees. The incident electrons shows little

deflection as they pass through the material.

The transmitted energy spectrum graphs, Figures 2.4--2.5,

show that the majority of electrons leaving the material are

at energies between 27-30 or 90-100 MeV. Only a small

percentage of the total energy is lost from the beam.

Therefore, the Cyltran code confirms that the AI,.,0. O•

substrate is a thin sample.

1. Collision Stopping Power

The formulas used for collision stopping power in

this section are a refinement of Bethe and Heitlers stopping

and scattering power theory. The electron mass collison

stopping power is given by the formula developed by

Rohrlich, Carlson, and Uehling:

i dE 2TNr-; 2 mc 2 Z in T +ln(I+T4+F( )- (2.2)

dX col a2A L 2,"j
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ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF~ ELECTRONS
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Figure 2.2. Computer simulation of angular distributions
of transmitted and reflected electrons normalized to one
incident 30 MeV electron.
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Figure 2.3. Computer simulation of angular distributions
of transmitted and reflected electrons normalized to one
incident 100 MeV electron.
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where,

F(T) = (1-(32) +T2-(27+l)ln2i (2.3)

the quantity;

->>:

5L n) 1n (1+,r)+F (r - (2.4)

is the stopping power per atomic electron [Ref. 7].

N Avagodro's number 6.023x0 :;

Z E atomic No. of target atoms

I S mean excitation energy mc 2  electron rest energy

= 5 velocity of high speed electron/velocity of light

S-E T/mC 2 kinetic energy of incident electron per rest mass

r.- classical rest energy

A atomic Wt. of target atoms

The collision stopping power for electrons in AI,.-"-

is 1.75 MeV cm""/gram for 30 MeV electrons and 1.851 MeV

cm /gram for 100 MeV electrons [Ref. 7).

2. Radiative Stopping Power

Mass radiative stopping power corresponds to the

energy lost by bremsstrahlung. Bremsstrahlung creates a

photon as the high energy electron decelerates in the field

of an atomic nucleus or atomic electron.

Refinements of Bethe and Heitler's stopping power

and scattering theory have led to the following formulation: ..

22
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1 dE No(r,,2 2 , I + /1 it (2.5)
i dX rad A , Z

where the ratio 96-/O is assumed to be unity [Ref.7"

N Avagodros's number 6.023xlO7--

2 - atomic No. of target atoms

r, - classical electron radius

- fine structure constant, Z/137

E T + MC
2 total energy of electron

O_=S scaled radiative energy-loss cross sections for
electron-nucleus interaction.

r-- scaled radiative energy-loss cross sections for
electron-electron interaction.

A - atomic Wt. of target atoms

3. Dose Measurement

High energy electrons traveling through material are

slowed by numerous collisions. The incident electron

continuously loses energy and travels a certain r3nge until

it comes to rest. Range is defined as the average length

of path an electron travels until it is stopped by the

medium due to energy loss [Ref. 6].

Dose is a measure of the total amount of energy

deposited in the target material. Dose is given in cads

(100 ergs/gram) material. The target material must be

specified. In this thesis, AI4O. will always be the target

material.

23
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Front surface dose for a thin sample will be used.

The relativistic electrons of the beam accelerated at 30 MeV

and 100 MeV are virtually unaffected by the sample material.

The computer model using the Cyltran code shows that 99% of

the 30 and 100 MeV electrons bombarding the sample of A0l2O3, -

emerge with their initial energy (see Figures 2.4-2.5).

Since the energy loss is so small for the electrons, the

collision stopping power can be considered a constant.

The energy going into excitation and ionization of

the lattice atoms is absorbed in the material close to the

track of the bombarding electron. The energy lost by

bombarding electrons caused by bremsstrahlung travels far

from the electron track before it is absorbed. Front

surface dose for a thin sample is expressed by the following l

formula Eq. (2.6) [Ref. 10].

R = 1.6xlO -  @ 1 dE rad(material) (2.6)

pdX col

I dE M Collision stopping power for Al;,O-., [Ref. 7]

dX

Fluence = electrons/cm 2

C. RADIATION EFFECTS OF ELECTRONS IN INSULATORS

High energy electron irradiation of crystalline

insulators introduces changes in the mechanical and

physical properties of the insulator. The changes are

caused by displacement damage, ionization effects, and

excitation of the lattice atoms.

24
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1. Displacement Damage

When an atom is displaced from the lattice, it

leaves behind a vacancy in the lattice. If the displaced

atom comes to rest in a non-equilibrium position between

lattice sites, it is called an interstitial. The energy

required to permanently displace an atom is called the

displacement threshold energy, E,. E,, is 50eV for Al and

90eV for 0 [Ref. 5].

Displacements are caused when high energy electrons

bombard the target material. When a high energy electron

enters the material, it collides with the nucleus of a

lattice atom. If the collision imparts suffient energy to

displace the atom from its lattice site, it creates a

vacancy-interstitial pair known as a Frenkel pair.

As a result of the collision, the primary knock-on

atom is ionized. The knock-on atom is now a charged

particle that continues to move through the insulator

losing energy in Coulomb interactions. The coulomb

interactions ionize more atoms, creating a cascade of

charged particles.

Eventually, all the knock-on atoms come to rest.

Some of the atoms will be in interstitial positions, while

others recombine with vacancies. The Frenkel pairs form

defect clusters due to the small mean free path of the

knock-on atoms. The defect clusters may recombine or

migrate to a free surface. The defect clusters that migrate

25
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to the free surface are annihilated through annealing. The

defect clusters may move throughout the lattice until they

form stable displacements. These stable displacements cause "

the permanent radiation damage observed in insulators.

The number of Frenkel pairs created per incident

electron in Al;-20 - is calculated using the following

Equations (2.7-14) [Refs. 8-9]:

NI= (P11)(Number of atoms) (2.7)
A molecule

N,.- Number of lattice atoms per cm:

- density of A 3.97 g/cm : -

A -atomic Wt., 82 g/mole

5 atoms/molecule

N =Avagodro's number 6.023x0 ''

T_ 2[E+2mc2 ]E (2.8)
Mc 2

T,,,- maximum energy transferred

E S incident electron energy (30 MeV or 100 MeV)

mc 2 = rest mass energy (.511 MeV)

M S atomic Wt. of target atom (Al or 0) I7=
c 2 -- 931.5 MeV/amu

T = E,:: nT-l1+Tr (2.9)

26
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T aaverage energy transferred

E,-E displacement threshold energy (50eV Al Or 90ev 0)

aE fine structure constant, Z/137

Z E atomic No.

Lamda =4M M~ (2.10)
(M L+Ml.) 2

where,

Lamda aa scaling factor for the molecule (Al, O-3)

Ma 26.98 (amu) for Al

M:-= 15.99 (amu) for 0

p(T BT (2.11)

B a.5 Kinchin and Pease constant

(T,,2. 495 x I0O-F 21CM2Z 2 l-1 2 T-nT,, ( 2.12)
(3 Ifr2 E,.LioE~

r2v/c

v aspeed of electron

c aspeed of light

r S E/MC 
2

E aenergy of incident electron

=c (T) (2.13)

,A - total cross section due to primaries and secondaries

275
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NF... (2.14)

where,

Nr= No. of Frenkel defects/cm.

(r,,,aNo. of Prenkel pairs created/incident electron

The calculated value for ay,,N, was 1.017 Frenkel pairs
created per electron.-

The following assumptions were made when using the previous

Frenkel pair equations:

1. If the energy is greater than E,,, displacements will
occur. L

2. The crystal arrangement of the atoms in the lattice
struture is not considered.

3. Annealing is not considered.

4. Atom-atom collisions are treated as hard sphere
col-iisions.

5. Crystal lattice atoms are considered to be stationary.

6. The long range effects of other atoms in the lattice
are not considered.

7. Glancing collisions are not considered, even though an
energy loss does occur.

9. There is no accounting for ionization loss.

9. The number of replacements per primary atom are not

considered.

10. Damage is considered homogenous.

2. Ionization

Ionization is the formation of an ion by the

addition or removal of an electron from a neutral atom or

26
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molecule. An electron beam deposits energy in a material

by ionizing the lattice atoms of the target material. The

ionized atom produces a positive ion and a free electron.

The free electrons may ionize other lattice atoms creating

secondary free electrons. In addition, the photon processes

(photoelectric, Compton effects and pair production) can

ionize atoms and produce free secondary electrons.

As the target material is bombarded and ioni;:ed, an

internal space charge is generated from the trapping of

carriers. The space charge sets up a polarized field in the

material and an electric field is produced in the insulator.

The free electrons, both primaries and secondaries, tend to

drift through the insulator under the influence of the

electric field. Therefore, an increase in conductivity

resul1ts.

Some of the secondary electrons will escape from the

insulator. The ionized atoms and electrons will slow down L
and recombine, or be trapped in the impurity sites. Charge

carriers trapped at impurity sites alter the electrical

properties of the insulator, permanently increasing the ___

conductivity.

The photoelectric effect occurs when an inci dent

photon becomes completely absorbed by the lattice atom, and I
an atomic electron is removed from the atom. Photoelectric

collisions are not important at energies greater than 1 MeV.
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The Compton effect results from collisions between

photons and atomic electrons. If a photon collides with an

atomic electron, it imparts energy to the electron. When

the atomic electron absorbs sufficient energy, it leaves the

atom and becomes a free electron (called a Compton

electron). The incident photon is scattered at a reduced

energy. The Compton electron moves through the insulator's

crystal structure as a negative charge carrier.

If the Compton electron has an energy greater than

200eV, it can produce displacements and secondary electrons.

Ionization of a lattice atom requires 80eV. The Compton

electrons constitute what is called a Compton current. In

an insulator the Compton current may exceed the dielectric

strength of the insulator, resulting in breakdown of the

insulator.

3. Pair Production

Incident photons of energies greater than 1.02 MeV

can be completely absorbed. In the place of the photon a

positron-electron pair is produced, whose total energy is

equal to that of the incident photon. This process is

called pair production.

4. Electron Excitation

High energy electrons produce electron excitation of

the lattice atoms via the coulomb electrostatic field. If

the excited electron absorbs enough energy it is ionized.

* .'

The ionization produces charge carriers. Charge carriers in
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insulators recombine or become trapped in defect sites,

within approximately 10- 1' to 1O-'!- secs. Once trapped, the
4

carriers may manifest as permanent changes in the electrical

and physical properties of the insulator.

D. CONDUCTIVITY

1. Electrical Conductivity of A

Electrical conductivity of an insulator is much

lower than that of a metal at room temperature. The

electrical conductivity of sapphire is i0'10 " (Q-cm) ' and

10-1 (Q-cm) ' for alumina. These values are from 14 to 17

orders of magnitude lower than the nominal value of 10 '

(P-cm)-t for metals. As the temperature is increased,

electrical conductivity decreases in metals. Electrical

conductivity increases in sapphire and alumina with L

increasing temperature. It is obvious that charge carriers

in metals are far different than the charge carriers in

sapphire and alumina.

Some conduction by electron flow occurs, but the

electrons are so tightly bound in Al;,:O:.3 that they will not

move appreciably in an applied field. The charge that is

transported is due to the charged ions Al and 0. This

carrier transport implies a diffusion flow of ions during

conduction. Diffusion in sapphire and alumina occurs as the

ions move via lattice vacancies. In the absence of an

. !'
electric field, no net motion of ions takes place because
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the probability of motion in any direction is random. The

addition of an electric field directs the ions to flow in

one direction. The end result is a net transport of both

matter and charge. . -.

Since diffusive transport is very small at room

temperature, Al1-20n exhibits little conductivity. As the

temperature increases, diffusion increases causing

conductivity to increase. The conductivity and diffusion

coefficient, D, are related by Eq. (2.15) [Ref. 11).

= nZ2q2D (2.15)
kT

where,

n number of ions per cubic meter

Z = valence ion

D = diffusion coeffient = D, exp [-Q/RT]

0 activation energy

R gas constant

T S absolute temperature

q = charge

k - Boltzmann's constant

2. Electron Induced Conductivity (EIC) of AI-.,O;-"

During electron irradiation the sapphire and alumina

substrates become conductive. The behavior of the samples or

is equivalent to a constant capacitor, C, shunted with a

resistor, R(t), that varies with time.

%
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The high energy electrons of the beam enter the

substrate and lose energy in ionizing collisions with

lattice atoms. The ionization creates electrons and holes

which generate an avalanche of secondary electrons. While

the electrons have sufficient energy, they will continue to

cascade, creating more electron hole pairs. The cascading

of free electrons is directed when a field is applied, and

is called electron induced conductivity (EIC) or radiation

induced conductivity (RIC).

The EIC process occurs in the first nanosecond to

microsecond of the electron irradiated pulse. High energy

particles passing through target materials incur quantum

energy losses ranging from 10-30eV [Ref.12]. The quantum

energy losses have not been considered in this model. The

equations that express RIC are the following:

O" = N~qH:-+N~q~h4(2. 16) " ""

where,

N,.. -- concentration of free electrons [2
q = charge

S mobility of the electron

N,, - concentration of holes

M,, "mobility of the holes

Holes in insulators are usually trapped within a time period

of 10 l-' to 10' secs. For the purpose of this thesis, holes

|.
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will be assumed to be immobile, [Ref. 13] and will be

ignored. Eq. (2.1b) reduces to:

= Nq4 (2.17)

where,,

N concentration of free electrons

q charge

ia = mobility of the electron.

RIC is next split into two components -,, (prompt

conductivity) and a,:, (delayed conductivity) expressed in,

Equations (2.18-2.19) [Ref 13].

+- a,,a (.8 ,... - *.

o'> = KF (2.19)

where,

r =Dose rate

K S coefficient for determining the slope of

conductivity vs dose rate (obtained from experimental
curves [Ref. i]).

S a scaling factor (obtained from experimental
curves [Ref. 1])

Delayed conductivity is extremely small and assumed

neglible. Delayed conductivity will not be considered in

this thesis [Ref. 13].
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I I I. EXPERIMENT

A. SAMPLE FABRICATION

Four devices were fabricated to test the response of

EIC. Two of the devices were 30 mil-sapphire substrates and

two were 25 mil-alumina substrates. The sapphire used was

manufactured by Union Carbide. The alumina was manufactured

by Coors. These materials are of high purity developed to

meet the needs of the integrated circuit industry. The

sapphire and alumina substrates are circular disks measuring

2 cm in diameter.

Photolithographically delineated heaters are

incorporated on each side of the sapphire substrate. One

side of the sapphire substrate has two electrodes with 3

mil- separation. The electrodes are placed on the heater

using an evaporation process. The electrodes of the

sapphire substrate are fabricated by evaporating tungsten,

molybdenum and titanium onto the substrate.

The alumina samples have one heater photolithographi-

cally delineated on one side of the substrate. On the

opposite side of the substrates are two metal electrodes

with 3 mil- separation. Tungsten is the first metal put V *

onto the substrate using a sputtering process. The molybde-

num and titanium are evaporated onto the alunina substrate.
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The substrates are then enclosed by glass envelopes

with an eleven pin configuration typical of a vacuum tube. .•-

Fig. 3.1 is a photograph of the EIC test device. The

samples are processed using the normal vacuum bakeout and

activation cycle [Ref 1].

B. PRE-IRRADIATION AND POST-IRRADIATION MEASUREMENTS

The optimum EIC test device temperature, determined by

Los Alamos National Laboratory, is 1073 K [Ref. 1]. The

test device heater voltage was determined by measuring the

temperature heater substrate with an optical pyrometer. The

temperature readings were accurate to t5 K.

Steady state resistance and conductivity of the Al,0O-.

samples were determined by plotting current vs voltage

curves. The initial and post-irradiation resistance data

was measured using a Keithley 617 electrometer, as shown in

Fig. 3.2.

C. NPS LINAC

The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) linear accelerator

(LINAC) is a traveling wave type machine. It is patterned

after those built at Stanford University in the early

1950's. The LINAC is a disk loaded circular wave-guide

thirty feet long, constructed in three ten foot sections.

It consists of a series of three klystrons used to -

accelerate electrons to relativistic energies from 15 MeV to . -

100 MeV.
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Figure 3.1. Sapphire substrate enclosed by glass
vacuum tube.
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Figure 3.2. Test equipment set up for current
vs voltage measurement across the substrate.
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EIC experiments conducted using 30 MeV electrons

utilized only one klystron. The experiments conducted using

100 MeV electrons required all three klystrons. The LINAC

pulses sixty times per second with a l-Hsec pulse.

Relativistic electrons are focused on a target which is
L

placed inside the target chamber, (held at a vacuum of

l-Ptorr) or just outside the target chamber. Targets placed

outside the target chamber are placed as close as possible

to the target chamber window (a thin aluminum plate). The

electron beam is focused and shaped using deflection and

focusing magnets.

Electron fluence is measured utilizing a secondary

emission monitor (SEM) located inside the target chamber.

As electrons strike the SEM, a capacitor is charged and

voltage is measured across the capacitor using a voltage

integrator circuit. This charge relationship is given by

the following equation:

Q.; = CV (3.1)

.where Q, is the toltal SEM charge, C is the capacitance and "..

V is the accumulated voltage. The total beam charge that .

has passed through the SEM is determined using:

Or, = Qu./0.026 (3.2)

where Ot:, is the total beam charge.

Previous research on scattering experiments used a

Faraday cup to calibrate the large SEM. Efficiency for the

39
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large SEM was found to be 6% [Ref. 14]. The Faraday cup has

since been removed and the large SEM has become the

standard.

The small SEM used in this thesis was calibrated against

the large SEM. Efficiency for the small SEM is 2.6%. Thus

0.026 is the efficiency factor used in Eq. (3.2). Using

Eq.'s (3.1) and (3.2) the total number of beam electrons.

(N), is given by

N = CV/0.026q (3.3)

where q is the charge of an electron.

Fluence is determined by dividing both sides of Eq.

(3.3) by the area A. Fluence is the number of electrons per

unit area of the beam expressed as

Fluence = CV/0.026qA (3.4)

D. TEST PROCEDURE

The EIC test device was installed in its test fixture as

shown in Fig. 3.3. The device was heated to its correct

temperature by monitoring the heater voltage. The sample

'.s heated very slowly, approximately IVolt/min, to prevent

thermal shock to the substrate. Once the correct heater

voltage was obtained, the device was allowed to bake for at

least fifteen minutes prior to irradiation. During the L1

taking period a fluorescent target equal in height with the

substrate was placed on the test fixture. For these EIC

40
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Figure 3.3. ETC test device plugged into its
test fixture.
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experiments the test device and test fixture were placed

just outside the vacuum test chamber window.

The electron beam was focused on the fluorescent target.

Video cameras monitored the fluorescent target and relayed

the picture to the control room. The electron beam appears

as a very bright area on the fluorescent target. In the

control room the electron beam is adjusted and focused into

a circular disk of 1 cm 2 . A circle is drawn on the video

monitor around the electron beam. -.-.

The electron beam was shut off and the test device was

positioned as close to the target chamber window as

possible, (there was approximately a 5mm gap between chamber

and tube) directly in front of the electron beam.

The EIC experiment consisted of the following steps:

1. A bias voltage was applied (0-250 volts positive. I,-

0-(-100) volts negative) across the EIC metal
electrodes.

2. The device was irradiated using 30 MeV or 100 MeV
electrons. The irradiation time was from 20 to
30 secs.

3. The responce was viewed with an oscilloscope.
The device response was recorded by photographing
the oscilloscope CRT.

4. The beam was shut off for 1-3 minutes to allow
the internal space charge to dissipate.

5. A new bias voltage was applied and steps 1-4
repeated.

Attempts to dissipate internal space charge by removing

the applied field and irradinting the device for several

seconds were unsuccessful. This process annihilated about
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70% of the internal space charge. The only way to annihilate

all the internal space charge was to shut off the electron

beam and allow the space charge to dissipate.

- %-°

U
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IV. DATA AND RESULTS

A. STEADY STATE RESISTIVITY AND CONDUCTIVITY

Pre-irradiation and post irradiation measurements of

steady state current and voltage were made for the sapphire

and alumina substrate samples. The plots of these current

vs voltage measurements are illustrated in Figs. 4.1-4.2.

Resistivity was determined by computing the inverse slope of

the curves. Conductivity (a) was calculated using the

following equations:

__ (4.1)
RA

a = (4.2)
RLt

= 1i (4.3) " '
RL( t /,k

where,

distance of separation between the electrodes
(3mils)

L S width across the electrode (29.7mils)

R E resistivity

t S carrier penetration depth into the substrate

1 S .624, a scale factor calculated using a Laplace
t/I equation computer program. R. Dooley of Los Alamos

National Labratory determined the scale factor.
Fig. 4.3 illustrates the conductivity calculation
geometry.

Steady state pre-irradiation and post-irradiation data is

presented in Table 4.1.
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SAPPHIRE STEADY STATE RESISTANCE
350-

300'

250-

0)

00

E

150

o 3/

1 00-

150-

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
VOLTAGE (volts)

03 OHMS AFTER IRRADIATION A INTAL RESISTANCE

Figure 4.1. Current vs voltage plots before and after
electron irradiation of sapphire. Resistivity is the
slope. Initial resistivity was 6.36x1012 (s-cm) and
resistivity after irradiation was 4.5X10 11 (Qz-cm).
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ALUMINA STEADY STATE RESISTANCE
66 - _ - _ _ _ _ -

62 - __ --

60- _ _

58

56-

4
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
VOLTAGE (volts)

o INITAL RESISTANCE A OHMS AFTER IRRADIATION

Figure 4.2. Current vs voltage plots before and after
electron irradiation of alumina. Resistivity is the
inverse slope. Initial resistivity was 6.29x 0+9 (Q-cm)
and resistivity after irradiation was 7.60x10 (aI-cm).
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B. TRANSIENT EIC

The sapphire and alumina substrates were irradiated

using 30 MeV electrons. The fluence varied from 10'' to

10"' electrons/cm2 . The dose rate was 10'7 rad(Si)/sec.

Transient EIC is shown by the photograph in Fig. 4.4. The

transient EIC at various bias voltages is presented in

Appendix A.

In Fig. 4.4 the measured voltage (Vx) is along the

y-coordinate and time is along the x-coordinate. The

straight heavy white line at the lower left corner is the

zero reference line for the electron beam response. The

fuzzy line immediately following the zero reference line is

assumed to be carried by noise from the electron gun, and is

ignored. Vx is measured from the zero point to the peak of

the white line trace. In this picture Vx is lmV ±0.5mV.

Vx changes as bias voltage is changed.

In both sapphire and alumina, an increase in positive

bias voltage increased Vx. A bias voltage of 150 volts

gave the maximum Vx for sapphire. As the bias voltage was

increased from 150-250 volts a large decrease in Vx was F_

observed. A limiting peak of Vx was not observed in

alumina, as the voltage was increased to a maximum of 250

volts bias.

Then a negative bias was applied, sapphire and alumina

showed a decrease in Vx. For alumina, Vx was zero when a -

bias voltage of -110 volts was applied. Vx was zero in "'"'
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Figure 4.4. Sample photograph of aluminar
irradiated with 100 MeV electrons.
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sapphire when a bias voltage of -22 volts was applied.

Photographs in Appendix A illustrate these findings.

EIC was determined in the following way. A plot was

made of Vx vs bias voltage, see Figs. 4.5-4.6. The slope of -

*this curve was computed. The slope was used in the

following equation:

AIX slope (4.4)
Vbias sensing resistor

where the sensing resistance was 50 0.

AIx change in current

Vbias Sapplied bias voltage

Resistivity was found by taking the inverse of Eq.

(4.4). EIC was calculated using the resistivity from

Equations (4.1-4.3). The EIC data is presented in Table

U 4.1.

C. DOSE RA~TE CALCULATIONS

Dose rate was determined using the following equations.

0 <I> beam current (4.5)
Number of pulses/sec

MFlux 0 (coulombs/sec) (4.6)
Area (1.602x10"--1)coul/electron

electrons (4.7)
CM 2 -sec

1 l.6x 10-11 1 dE rads(material) (4.8)
pdX col sec
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30 MEV SAPPHIRE 1

24002200" ° "

2000 " " -

1800 -- - -- - - - _"-/C
[] .J
c.4

1600 .L

> 1400 ----:

x

1200-----

1000----------.- -

800----------------------_-

600 ,

400 - - - - -- - - --
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260

BIAS VOLTAGE (volts)
0 Sapphire 1

Figure 4.5. Changes in measured voltage (Vx) vs bias
voltage for a sapphire sample.
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30 MEV ALUMIINA 2
480 - _

440 -2-

400 -

360 - _ -

320-------------------

280-

> 200 -- _

160 --

80 --

401 Ell- - - - - - - - - --,/
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BIAS VOLTAGE (volts)

0 Alumina 1

Figure 4.6. Changes in measured voltage (Vx) vs bias
voltage for an alumina sample.
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where, Eq. (4.8) is a variation of Rudi's dose Eq. (2.6)

[Ref. 10] and dE/P dX is the stopping power [Ref.7].

In radiation effects, damage is normally scaled to 4

silicon. A scaling factor is determined by dividing the

silicon stopping power by the stopping power of the sample

material, using the same electron beam energy. The scaling

factor for aluminum oxide (Al, O-:3) at 30 MeY is 1.034. A

typical calculation of dose rate, using <I> =2xl0' amps,

yields a flux of 2.08xl0'1 electrons/CM 2 -sec. The

calculated dose rate is 6.02xl0"I iads(Si)/sec.
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V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The sapphire sample #2, was irradiated using 100 MeV

electrons. The heater substrate had more than 25 very small

holes distributed throughout the substrate. The holes did

not interfere with actual heater operation. The sample was

activated to a heater temperature of 1073 K, three times

prior to irradiation.

Upon initial irradiation sapphire #2 displayed the

characteristic EIC trace on the oscilloscope (see Appendix A
.... I

for photographs). After about 20 minutes of continuous

electron bombardment, the EIC trace no longer showed a

characteristic Vx. The trace displayed fuzzy negative

peaks.

The response of the device shows a breakdown of the

substrate. The sapphire substrate broke down at a positive

bias of about 30 volts. The dose rate at the time of

breakdown was 1.28x10' rads(Si)/sec. The substrate appears

to have broken down due to surface flashover.

Surface flashover is generated when a high voltage is

applied across an insulator [Ref. 15-16]. The 100 MeV

electron irradiation of sapphire #2 produced a large voltage

applied through electrodes across the substrate. As the

substrate absorbs the electron beam energy, a surface charge

begins to form. A cascade of secondary electrons generates
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a secondary emmission of thermalized electrons. These

thermalized electrons in turn increase both surface charge

and internal space charge. A low resistance breakdown path

formed across the substrate because the substrate heater had

holes, and substrate breakdown occured.

Surface flashover did not occur in the other sapphire

and alumina samples. There was no low resistance breakdown

path available in the other samples. The other substrate

samples stabilized and a large space charge was observed.

Relativistic electrons produce a uniform distribution of

electrons and holes in radiated material. In EIC

experiments, two metal electrodes A and B on the substrate

material ensure a path for electron flow, see Fig 3.2. As

the electron beam strikes the substate, free electrons are

generated inside the bulk material.

The free electrons are swept out almost immediately, in -,

about 1 picosecond, by the self-induced electric field.- The

ocilloscope shows a large negative trace with a fast rise

time of 0.5 Hsec. The trace exponentially decays and

returns to the zero reference line. This behavior demon-

strates the large polarization due to internal space charge.

Holes are left in the substrate and they migrate while

annealing takes place. The time period of annealing is from

miliseconds to as long as days.

As the positive bias voltage is increased, more

electrons are swept from electrode A across the substrate
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and out of electrode B. The trace on the oscilloscope shows

a large positive increase in Vx. The EIC follows the rise

time of the radiation pulse then decays exponentially.

similar to a capacitor.

When a negative bias voltage is applied, a large

positive trace on the oscilloscope is observed. The

positive trace becomes more negative as the negative bias is

increased. The EIC current was smaller in magnitude when a

negative bias was applied. Positive bias causes a greater

EIC current magnitude because EIC thermalized electrons add

to the positive bias voltage electrons. When negative bias

is applied EIC current acts as a barrier to the applied

negative bias voltage. The result is a smaller magnitude

for the measured voltage Vx.

%The response exhibited by a capacitor shunted by a

resistance R(t) which varies with time, is very similar to

the behavior of the substrates. Oscillogram photographs in

Appendix A illustrate the different EIC measured values for

the different applied bias voltages.

Plots of Vx vs bias voltage, (Figs. 4.5-4.6) clearly

show a linear relationship. Van Lint et al. Face, et al.

and Pomerantz et al. [Refs. 13,17,18J observed this same

linear relationship.

At 1073 K, annealing of radiation damage in TIC can be

% virtually ignored. Any annihilation through annealing of

displacement clusters is an on going process at TIC
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operating temperatures. The annealing of radiation damage

is incorporated during the irradiation and is not observed.

As electrons bombard a sample more traps form and b

recombinations take place. As dose accumulates, the dose

rate response should exhibit some change. Neither sapphire

or alumina exhibited change as the dose accumulated for a

given dose rate. Arguello observed instead, that TIC triode

circuit characteristics stabilized as dose increased to

1.86xl0 " rads(Si) [Ref.19].

There was no significant difference recorded when

bombarding alumina with 100 MeV electrons or 30 MeV

electrons (see Appendix A). This is not surprising since

collision stopping powers between 100 MeV electrons and 30

MeV electrons vary by only 0.1 MeV cm 2 /gram.

EIC for sapphire was experimentally determined to be

l.85xi0 -
" (Q-cm)'L at a dose rate of 6.02xi0 " rads(Si)/sec.

Alumina EIC was 2.81xl0.... (Q-cm)-- at 1.51xl0 rads(Si)/sec.

Using Eqn. 2.19 with K=7.7xlO - ' and 8=1, the prompt

conductivity for an undoped Linde crystal is z 10.-4 (Q-cm) I

[Ref. 1]. This value is z 2 orders of magnitude different

than the experimental values calculated for sapphire and

alumina. Since K is a function of ionization and varies

according to electron-hole pair recombination, K can change

by orders of magnitude. The crystalline structure, traps

and impurities generated during manufacture all contribute

to the values of K. .
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VI. CONCLUSION .

Electron induced conductivity (EIC) is an important

damage mechanism in integrated circuits. EIC can cause _

single-event upset in critical electronic components of

weapon systems, communication systems and navigational

systems. Thermionic integrated circuits (TIC) are orders of
4

magnitude more resistant to total dose radiation than anv

other integrated circuits available. To ensure TIC devices

are more resistant to single event upset, materials used in

the substrates must have the lowest EIC possible.

Experiments were conducted to observe the EIC in undoped

single crystal sapphire (AlO3) and undoped poly-crystalline

alumina (Al.O!,). The Naval Postgraduate School's linear

accelerator provided 30 and 100 MeV electrons. The high

energy electrons provided a maximum dose rate of 1.28x10'-

rads(Si)/sec. The experimentally determined EIC for

sapphire was i.85x×0 -•:  (Q-cm)' I when bombarded at a dose

rate of 6.02xlO, rad(Si)/sec. Using a dose rate of 1.51x10'

rad(Si)/sec the experimentally determined EIC for alumina

was 2.81xl 0 (Q-cm)'"

Alumina was an order of magnitude more resistant to

EIC than sapphire. The EIC characteristics of sapphire and

alumina remained unchanged as the total dose increased.

Alumina was irradiated using 30 and 100 MeV electrons. The
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EIC results using 100 MeV electrons did not differ from the

results when 30 MeV electrons .ere used.

Alumina, being a naturally disordered and opaque

material, exhibited greater radiation hardness than

sapphire. The processing of devices, of thickness less than

20-mils, is easier for sapphire than alumina.

Further radiation studies should be conducted using TIC

devices. If the processing problems presented by alumina

cannot be overcome, other materials must be tested.

Radiation studies should be conducted using doped sapphire.

Doping sapphire should enhance radiation hardness and

decrease radiation induced conductivity.

TIC devices show great promise for use in hostile

radiation environments. The use of alumina for the

substrate of these devices ensures they will be as resistant

to single event upset as possible.

* V.

* ". *-°

V .- ;-
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APPENDIX A .

ELECTRON INDUCED CONDUCTIVITY PHOTOGRAPHS:

Enclosed are photographs of electron induced

conductivity (EIC), for sapphire and alumina irradiated with

30 MeV and 100 MeV electrons. The photographs are presented

from left to right. Time is along the x-coordinate and the

measured value (Vx) is along the y-coordinate. The straight

heavy white line, located at the lower or upper left hand

corner of the photographs, is the zero reference point.

After the zero reference point, a fuzzy line normally

appears, this is assumed to be caused by the electron gun,

and should be ignored. Vx is measured from the baseline to

the peak of the white line trace. Under each photograph the

measured value, Vx, is designated along with the

corresponding bias voltage.
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Vx =650mV at OV bias Vx =16S0mV at l~v bias

II



Vx 48OmV at OV bias Vx =600mV at 10V bias

Vx =68OmV at 20V bias Vx =88OmV at 30V bias *. .

IU......

Vx 8OinV at 40V bias Vx =llOOmV at 50V bias

Figure A1.2. Photographs of sapphire irradiated with
3(T MeV electrons ~-
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Vx 1 440mV at 60V bias Vx 1 44OmV at 70V bias

Vx 1 600mV at 80V bias Vx 1 650mV at 100V bias

Vx 2350mV at 150V bias Vx = 2300mV at 175V bias

Figure A1.3. Photographs of sapphire irradiated with 30
MeV electrons. Positive bias voltages range from 60V to

175V.

64
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Vx =1700 mV at 250V bias Vx =320mV at OV bias

Vx 1 4OmV at -10V bias Vx =3OmV at -20V bias

Vx =-lO0mV at -30V bias Vx =-ll5mV at -40V bias -

Figure A1.4. Photographs of sapphire irradiated with' 30
MeV electrons. Bias voltages range from 250V to -40V.
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Vx =-450mV at -60V BiasI

Vx =-680mV at -80V bias

Vx =-920mV at -100V bias

Figure AI.5. Photographs of sapphire irradiated
with 30 MeV electrons. Negative bias voltages
range from -60V to -lOOV. ,

66
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Vx =-4OmV at OV bias Vx =-4OmV at l0V bias

.+--

Vx = 8mV at 2V bias Vx 44mV at 30V bias

Vx 84mV at 40V bias Vx = l8mV at 50V bias

Figure A1.6. Alumina irradiated with 30 MeV electrons.
Posiive iasvoltages range from OV to SOV.
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Vx l4OmV at 60V bias Vx 1 lSmV at 70V bias

I

Vx 195mV at 80V bias Vx 22OmXT at 100V bias

Vx =29OmV at 150V bias Vx 34OmV at 200V bias

Figure A1.7. Alumina irradiated with 30MeV. Positive

bias voltages ranging from 60V to 200V.
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Vx 44OmV at 250V bias Vx -4OmV at OV bias

Vx -24mV at -10V bias Vx =-Z2mV at -20V bias

Vx =-l5mV at -40V bias Vx =-6mV at -60V

Figure A1.8. Alumina irradiated with 30 MeV electrons.
Bias voltages range from 250V to -60V.
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Vx =-4mV at -80V bias

Vx -2V at-IOD bia

Vx = -mV at -l10V bias

Figure A1.9. Alumina irradiated with 30 MeV electrons.
Negative bias voltages range from -80V to-llOV.
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Vx =-S2mV at OV bias Vx -2OmV at 30V bias

Vx =4OmV at 40V bias Vx 1 O~mV at 60V bihs

Vx = 3OmV at 100V bias Vx 1 6OmV at 150V bias

Figure Al.10. Alumina irradiated with 100 MeV electrons.
Positive bias voltages range from OV to 150V.



Vx 21ZlmV at 200V bias Vx =3l0mV at 2S0V bias

Vx =-220mV at OV bias Vx =-160V at -30V biasI

Figure A.1.1l. Alumina irradiated with 100 MeV electrons.
Bias voltage range from 250V to -30V.
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Vx = -lS0mV at -40V bias Vx -l30mV at -60V bias

Vx =-l8OmV at -80V bias Vx =-18OmV at -100V bias

Figure A.1.12. Alumina irradiated with 100 MeV electrons.
Negative bias voltages range from -40V to -lOOV.
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APPENDIX B

TEST EQUIPMENT LIST:

1. Hewlett Packard 6209B DC Power Supply:

0-320V, 0-. 1A

2. Hewlett Packard 6205B Dual DC Power Supply:
0-40V, .3A/0-20V, .6A

3. Hewlett Packard Harrison 6200B DC Power Supply:
O-40V, .75A/0-20V, 1.5A

4. Keithley 617 Programmable Electrometer

5. Tektronix 7603 Oscilloscope
7B85 delayed timing base, 7A26 dual trace

6. Tektronix 7904 Oscilloscope

7B85 delayed timing base, 7A26 dual trace

7. Ohmite Ohm-Ranger

resistance range 1 ohm thru 11,111,110 ohms

8. Weller Electronic Soldering Station

9. Tektronix C-•C Oscilloscope Camera

10. Tektronix C-5i Oscilloscope Camera

?- .
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rn APPENDIX C

INPUT PROGRAM FOR ELECTRON PHOTON TRANSPORT ACCEPT

CODE - CYLTRAN

To determine coupled electron/photon transport through a

multimaterial target, CYLTRAN, a computer simulation code

was used. CYLTRAN is part of the Integrated Tiger Series

(ITS) of Coupled Electron/Photon Monte Carlo Transport

c. -I -zs. CYLTRAN was used on Cray computers, (at Los A~lamos

National Labratory) to simulate 30 MeV and 100 MeV electrons

incident on an Al;::O, circular disk target. Enclosed is the

Accept input program, the 30 MeY and 100 MeY cross sections,

and Monte Carlo executions of 30 MeV and 100 Mev incident

electrons. '
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